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Collective dynamic properties in Lennard-Jones crystals are investigated by molecular dynamics simulation.
The study is focused on properties such as the dynamic structure factors, the longitudinal and transverse
currents and the density of states. The influence on these properties of the structural disorder is analyzed by
comparing the results for one-component crystals with those for liquids and supercooled liquids at analogous
conditions. The effects of species-disorder on the collective properties of binary crystals are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics(MD) simulation is a powerful tool
to investigate the properties of condensed matter at an atomic
level. MD has been extensively applied to the study of the
structure and dynamics of disordered systems as liquids and
glasses, which can be hardly analyzed by using the usual
approximations for crystalline systems. The study of the
atomic dynamics in liquids is usually based on the calcula-
tion of time correlation functions for single particles includ-
ing the velocity autocorrelation functions and the mean
square displacements. However, interesting information on
the dynamic behavior may also be obtained through collec-
tive properties such as the dynamic structure factors, the lon-
gitudinal and transverse current spectra and corresponding
dispersion curves.1 The collective dynamic properties in one-
component liquids were largely studied2 whereas binary liq-
uid mixtures have been the subjects of recent investigations
(see, for example3 and references therein). The influence of
local order on the collective dynamic properties of some liq-
uids with an incipient short-ranged structure, such as molten
salts, was already discussed.3,4 Some features of the collec-
tive dynamic properties in solids and the influence of struc-
tural and chemical order will be discussed in this paper.

From a theoretical point of view the dynamic properties
of ordered phases are normally based on approximate calcu-
lations. The most frequent approach to the lattice dynamics is
based on the assumption of an harmonic interaction of each
atom with their nearest neighbors(i.e. the elastic energy is a
function of their relative displacements). This approach,
which takes advantage of the long-range periodicity of the
crystal lattices, was established prior to the development of
the computer simulation methods and produced valuable re-
sults such as the introduction of normal modes and phonons
to analyze the dynamical behavior of crystals.5 Thus, the use
of MD simulation methods is not imperative for the study of
ideal crystalline solids but they become essential to analyze
the structure and dynamics of the defects in crystal lattices.6,7

Although the same procedures used for disordered systems
may be applied to ordered crystals the MD analyses of the
collective dynamic properties for these systems are rather
scarce and to our knowledge reduced to an early study of
longitudinal modes in rare gas solids.8

Our aim in this paper is to improve our understanding on
the basis of the dynamical behavior of condensed systems at

an atomic level. The differences between solids and liquids
are analyzed paying special attention to the influence of the
structural atomic disorder on the collective dynamic proper-
ties. To this end, the properties obtained for a one-component
Lennard-Jones crystal are compared with those for a struc-
turally disordered system at analogous conditions(the same
density and temperature). The same potential model was
used in all the simulations. For the sake of completeness the
dynamic collective properties in binary crystals are also ana-
lyzed and the influence of chemical disorder is investigated
by comparing the results for a completely ordered binary
crystal and those for a binary crystal with particles of distinct
species randomly distributed.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATED SYSTEMS

Computer simulations of systems made up ofN atoms
were performed according to the ordinary MD method and
considering usual periodic boundary conditions.1 A leapfrog
Verlet algorithm with coupling to a thermal bath9 and a time-
stepDt=5 fs was used for the integration of the equations of
motion. Two kinds of systems were simulated.

One-component systems (Ne). Four systems made up of
Ne atoms at the same atomic densityr=4.5667310−2 Å−3

were simulated(NVT simulations) by assuming the same
12-6 Lennard-Jones potential(«=42 K, s=2.755 Å)

(i) Two fcc crystals atT=5 K andT=20 K that will be
termed C5 and C20, respectively. The lattice constant at this
density isa=4.44 Å and the corresponding nearest-neighbor
distance is 1.14s. The initial configuration was generated by
locating Ne atoms with random velocities(according to the
given temperature) at the lattice points of a fcc structure. The
k-dependent dynamic properties of these systems were cal-
culated for wavevectors along the(1,0,0), (1,1,0) and(1,1,1)
directions and modulus ranging fromk=0.177 Å−1 to k
=2.001 Å−1. Since the lowest wavevector that may be ana-
lyzed from a MD run depends on the size of the simulated
system we have carried out MD runs with eitherN=864 or
N=2048. The agreement between the calculated properties
for the two systems at close wavevectors have shown that the
results are not significantly influenced by the size of the
simulated system.

(ii ) Two disordered sets. The former(L40) was ordinary
liquid Ne at T=40 K. To generate the initial configuration
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the temperature of the C40 system was increased up toT
=80 K. After checking that the system was in a liquid phase
it was cooled up toT=40 K. During these processes the
density of the system was kept constant. The second disor-
dered system was obtained by a fast cooling of the L40 liq-
uid up toT=20 K at constant density. The resulting system,
which shows the characteristic features of a glassy system
(disordered structure and very low diffusivity), will be
termed G20. Thek-dependent dynamic properties for these
disordered systems were calculated for wavevectors with the
same modulus as those for the crystals.

Binary crystalssNe0.5-He0.5d. A procedure analogous to
that used for one-component systems was applied to simulate
Ne0.5-He0.5 at an atomic densityr=4.9572310−2 Å−3 and
temperatureT=20 K. The potential parameters for He were
«=10 K ands=2.602 Å and the ordinary Lorentz-Berthelot
rules1 were assumed for the interactions between unlike par-
ticles. The method for the calculation of the collective dy-
namic properties is the same as in recent MD studies of
binary liquid mixtures(see Ref. 3 and references therein).
Two systems that only differ in their internal chemical order
were considered.

(iii ) In the ordered binary crystal(OBC) the atoms of
different species were alternatively located in the sites of the
fcc pattern whereas in the disordered binary crystal(DBC)
the atoms of distinct species were randomly distributed in the
fcc lattice (the resulting structures will be commented on in
Sec. IV).

In all cases the dynamic collective properties were calcu-
lated during production MD runs of 105 time-steps after
equilibration periods of 43104 time-steps. Since some of the
simulated systems could be at unstable states it was verified
that the state of the system, which was characterized by its
structurefgsrdg and self-diffusion coefficientsDd, was the
same prior and after the production MD runs for the calcu-
lation of collective properties. This is especially important in
the case of the L40 and G40 systems, which temperature and
density correspond to the fluid-solid region of the phase
diagram.10 In the case of both one-component and binary
crystals the test is easier since there is not diffusion and
atoms would remain at the same lattice points as in the initial
configuration.

III. RESULTS FOR THE ONE-COMPONENT SYSTEMS

A. Structure and single dynamic properties

As may be observed in Fig. 1 the radial distribution func-
tion fgsrdg for C5 shows very well defined peaks at all the
characteristic distances of a fcc structure. These peaks be-
come lower and wider as temperature increases so that some
of them are almost indiscernible for C20. In contrast, the
gsrd’s for both L40 and G20 show the typical shapes of these
functions for dense liquids. The peaks of thegsrd are located
at very close positions for the two systems but the maxi-
mums and minimums are somewhat less marked for L40.
The gsrd results corroborate that the structure of C20 keeps
the main features of a typical crystal and it shows large dif-
ferences in relation to the disordered structure of the super-

cooled liquid G20 that looks like those of simple dense
liquids.

The self-diffusion coefficients were obtained from the
slope of the mean square displacementsfr2stdg shown in Fig.
2(a). In the case of the crystals C5 and C20 ther2std results
corroborate the nondiffusive behavior of the atoms in these
systems. TheD coefficient for the liquid L40 isD=7.9
310−6 cm2 s−1, which is a typical value for dense liquids,1

whereas for G20 is one order of magnitude lowersD=5.1
310−7 cm2 s−1). Thus from a single dynamics point of view
the behavior of G20 is analogous to that of solids(at least for
the rather short time intervals that may be simulated by MD),
which corroborates that G20 can be taken as representative
of glassy systems. It should be noted that the interatomic
potential as well as the temperature and density of C20 and
G20 is the same while their atomic mobility is rather close,
being the most outstanding difference between them the
structural order. Therefore, a systematic comparison of the
results for C20 and G20 is a suitable way to analyze the
influence of the disorder on the collective dynamic proper-
ties.

The normalized velocity autocorrelation functionsfCstd
=kvstd ·vs0d /v2s0dlg were calculated during the MD simula-
tions from the time evolution of the atomic velocities. The
results are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The Cstd functions
for the C5 and C20 crystals show an oscillatory behavior and
a very deep first minimum with both the minimum and the
oscillations more pronounced for the system at lower tem-
perature. The shape of theCstd for both L40 and G20 is very
different and shows the characteristic trends of theCstd for
liquids. TheseCstd functions show a first minimum markedly
shallower than that for the C5 and C20 crystals followed by
a slight shoulder and no oscillations. Notice the similarity
between the shape ofCstd for L40 and G20 despite their time

FIG. 1. Radial distribution functions.
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integrals[and thereforer2std and D] are very different. On
the contrary there are large differences between theCstd
shapes for C20 and G20 despite the fact both systems show
a low atomic mobility.

To analyze the single particle dynamics it is interesting to
calculate the densities of statesgsvd, which are obtained by
Fourier transforming theCstd functions. The resultinggsvd
curves that are shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) were calculated
according to the normalization conditionegsvddv=1. The
gsvd curves for C5 show two marked peaks, which are the
characteristic features of these functions for crystals. The
low-frequency peak is mainly associated with the transverse
modes whereas the high frequency peak is associated with
the longitudinal modes.11,12As T increases the peaks become
smoothed and the high-frequency peak for C5 appears as a
shoulder for C20. In the case of liquids the two peaks cannot
be distinguished by observing the shape of thegsvd curves
but it was shown that the low and high frequency regions of
gsvd should be also related to the contributions of the trans-
verse and the longitudinal modes, respectively.13,14 From the
comparison of thegsvd for C20 and G20 in Fig. 2 it is clear

that the structural disorder produces overlapping of the fre-
quencies corresponding to the longitudinal and transverse
modes and only one frequency band is visible ingsvd of
liquids.

The density of statesgsvd is one of the properties ordi-
narily considered in the theoretical treatments of solid crys-
tals. gsvd for Ne at 4.7 K was calculated by assuming a
two-neighbor Born-von Kármán model and using the experi-
mental dispersion curves.15 The resultinggsvd is shown in
Fig. 2(f). As may be observed by comparing Figs. 2(d) and
2(f) the gsvd function calculated by MD for the C5 system
shows an overall accordance with that obtained through ex-
perimental data. Bothgsvd functions show two marked
peaks at quite close positions though some quantitative dis-
crepancies, such as the different height of the second peak
and the lack of a high frequency tail in the “experimental”
gsvd, may be observed. It should be emphasized that the
“experimental”gsvd was not obtained from direct measure-
ments but assuming a simple model.

The interpretation of thegsvd results in hydrogen bonded
liquids (as water) has recently been the subject of

FIG. 2. Mean square displace-
ments(a). Velocity autocorrelation
functions (b) and (c). Density of
states(d) and(e). Density of states
obtained through the Born-von
Kármán model and experimental
dispersion curves(Ref. 15) (f).
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discussion.12,16,17 The gsvd curves for these systems show
two peaks. A low frequency peak that is a characteristic fea-
ture ofgsvd for all sorts of dense liquids and has been attrib-
uted to the frustrated translations due to the local structure
around a given atom(or molecule) that produces a cage ef-
fect. A high frequency peak that cannot be observed in the
gsvd of no associated liquids and has been related to the
stretching motions of hydrogen bonded molecules along the
bond direction.16 This interpretation of the microscopic ori-
gin of these bands has been partially criticized by De Santis
et al.,12 which suggest that the two bands are present in all
liquids including no associated liquids. The arguments given
by De Santiset al. were mainly based on the existence of
two bands in thegsvd curves for solid Ar at 20 K and
quenched amorphous water at 70 K. However, our results
show that the high frequency band becomes weakened as
temperature increases and is not visible in disordered sys-
tems. Then, the high frequency peak ingsvd for liquids is
only visible in liquids with a local structure that favors the
existence of longitudinal modes associated to motions such
as the hydrogen bond stretching in water.17

B. Longitudinal modes

The intermediate scattering functionsFsk,td, which are
defined as the time correlations of the density fluctuations,1

were calculated for different wavenumbers from the atomic
trajectories obtained during the MD simulations. The time
spectra of theFsk,td functions are the dynamic structure fac-
tors Ssk,vd, which are directly related to measurements of
coherent inelastic scattering of thermal neutrons with wave-
lengths around the interatomic distances.

In general,Fsk,td for a given wavenumberk shows a
decaying oscillatory behavior. In the case of liquids such as
L40, Fsk,td at small k shows noticeable oscillations and a
relatively fast decay[see the results fork=0.41 Å−1 in Fig.
3(a)]. Thus Ssk,vd has a relaxation peak centered atv=0
(Rayleigh peak) that represents a thermal diffusive(nonvi-
brational) mode and two side peaks atv= ±ck (Brillouin
peaks) that reflect the oscillatory behavior ofFsk,td. The
Brillouin peaks correspond to vibrational modes related to
acoustic waves propagating with isothermal sound velocity
c. The behavior ofFsk,td for the glass system G20 is similar

FIG. 3. MD results at k
=0.41 Å−1. Intermediate scatter-
ing functions(a) and(b); dynamic
structure factors(c) and (d); lon-
gitudinal current spectra(e) and
(f).
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to that for liquids but shows a slower time decay that does
not allow a straightforward calculation ofSsk,vd. Thus, to
determine theSsk,vd spectra for this system[Fig. 3(c)] the
corresponding Fsk,td functions were vertically shifted
[DFsk,td<−0.009 fork=0.41 Å−1 in Fig. 3(a)]. It should be
noticed that the Brillouin peaks for L40 and G20 at different
wavenumbers are located at rather close positions but the
Ssk,vd functions at low frequencies show marked differ-
ences since the outstanding Rayleigh peaks for L40 are al-
most absents for G20, as corresponds to the lack of thermal
diffusion in the last system.

In the case of crystals the oscillatory contributions to
Fsk,td are dominant[Fig. 3(b)]. The absence of diffusive
contributions is reflected in theSsk,vd spectra for C5 and
C20 [Fig. 3(d)], which do not show the Rayleigh peak
whereas a very well defined Brillouin peak has been found
for all the analyzed wavenumbers. Because of the anisotropy
of the C5 and C20 crystals, the dynamic collective properties
depend on the direction of the wavevectors. Thus theFsk,td
functions and theirSsk,vd spectra for the wavevectors cor-
responding to the(1,0,0), (1,1,0) and(1,1,1) directions were
calculated separately. The dispersion relationsvskd for three
directions were then obtained separately from the positions
of the corresponding Brillouin peaks ofSsk,vd.

The dynamic structure factorSsk,vd is a microscopic
property of crystals available from neutron scattering experi-
ments. The frequencies associated at each wavelength may
be obtained and the corresponding dispersion curves deter-
mined. The results from neutron scattering experiments for
Ne at 5 K15 are shown in Fig. 4. For the sake of comparison
the MD findings for the C5 and C20 crystals found in this
study have been represented in the same form as the experi-
mental findings in Ref. 15 and the results are also shown in
Fig. 4. Though the frequencies for C5 are somewhat lower
than those from experiment a good accordance may be ob-
served between the MD results and experimental findings.
This supports the fact that the computer simulation results
for simple crystals in this study may be taken as representa-
tive of the behavior of actual systems. As expected, thevskd
curves for C5 and C20 reflect that the frequency for a given
k increases with temperature.

To study the longitudinal modes it is useful to consider
the longitudinal current correlation functionsCLsk,vd, which
are related toSsk,vd according toCLsk,vd=sv /kd2Ssk,vd.1
Thus CLsk,vd for liquids do not show a maximum atv=0
and the peak at high frequency is enhanced, becoming much
more marked than the corresponding one inSsk,vd [see
Ssk,vd and CLsk,vd for L40, Fig. 3]. Though the informa-
tion provided byCLsk,vd and Ssk,vd is in principle the
same,18 CLsk,vd does not show the thermal diffusive contri-
bution of the density fluctuations[i.e. the Rayleigh peak of
Ssk,vd at v=0] whereas the contribution of the vibrational
modes of density fluctuations is highlighted. It should be
noted that theFsk,td functions for disordered systems fre-
quently show long time tails for some wavevectors and then
the Ssk,vd cannot be accurately determined. However, this
problem does not appear in the calculation ofCLsk,vd since
the time decay ofCLsk,td is in general quite fast. A disper-
sion relationvLskd may be determined from the peaks of the

CLsk,vd functions. According to(1), the frequency corre-
sponding to the Brillioun peak ofSsk,vd for a givenk should
be slightly lower than the one corresponding to theCLsk,vd
peak for the samek (see Fig. 3) and thenvskdøvLskd. How-
ever, these differences decrease withk and should vanish at
the hydrodynamic limitsv→0d. In the case of solids the
diffusive contributions are absent and the time spectra of the
Fsk,td functions can be then calculated without important
problems. Nevertheless, for the sake of comparison, we have
also determined theCLsk,vd functions for C5 and C20.

The CLsk,vd functions for C20 and G20 at several repre-
sentative wavenumbers are compared in Fig. 5. As a general
rule we can say that the peaks ofCLsk,vd are located at
rather similar positions for the two systems but the most
outstanding difference is that they are markedly wider for the
glass. These facts are clearly reflected in Fig. 6. We cannot
observe significant discrepancies between the longitudinal
dispersion curvesvLskd for C20 and G20 beingvLskd for the
glassy system intermediate between those along the three
directions of the crystal. We also estimated the damping co-
efficientsGskd obtained as the half width at half maximum of
the CLsk,vd peaks. These coefficients give us information

FIG. 4. Phonon dispersion curves from neutron scattering ex-
periments for Ne at 5 K(Ref. 15) (upper frame) and those obtained
in this work (lower frame). Triangles and the interpolating continu-
ous line are the MD results for C5. The dotted line corresponds to
the MD results for C20.
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about the lifetimes of the corresponding modes. According to
the results plotted in Fig. 6 theGskd values of the damping
are markedly higher for G20 than for C20 at all directions.
Findings in Figs. 5 and 6 corroborate that the structural dis-
order has no significant influence on the values of the char-
acteristic frequencies of longitudinal modes but produces a
substantial decrease in the lifetimes of these modes. Accord-

ing to these findings the adiabatic sound velocityvs (calcu-
lated as the slope of the dispersion curve at low wavenum-
bers vs=vL /k) is little influenced by the disorder and the
well known differences ofvs for solids and liquids should be
mainly attributed to the differences in density and tempera-
ture but not to their different structures.

The anisotropy of the crystals is clearly shown by the
longitudinal dispersion curvesvLskd obtained for C20(Fig.
6). Though the differences between thevLskd findings along
the three considered directions are not very large, it may be
observed thatvs for wavevectors along(1,1,1) is somewhat
higher than that along(1,0,0) whereasvs along (1,1,0) is
intermediate. These findings are in agreement with the data
from experiments.15 We have not found any significant de-
pendence of theGskd coefficients on the wavevector direc-
tion (see Fig. 6).

C. Transverse modes

Information on collective dynamics is also provided by
the transverse current correlation functionsCTsk,td and cor-
responding spectraCTsk,vd, which are related to the exis-
tence of propagating shear modes. In the case of liquids
CTsk,vd cannot be directly associated with any measurable
quantity and may be only determined from MD “computer
experiments.” However, it is well known thatCTsk,vd for
liquids show a maximum at finite wavevectorssk.ktd that
should be associated with the propagation of transverse
modes due to viscoelastic effects.1,2

As with longitudinal modes, the transverse dispersion
curves obtained from MD are in good accordance with those
from the experiment15 (see Fig. 4). The CTsk,vd functions
for the C5 and C20 crystals corresponding to wavevectors
along the (1,1,0) directions show two well defined peaks
(Fig. 7). Then, in accordance with the experimental findings
(Fig. 4) two dispersion curves are obtained for the modes in

FIG. 5. Longitudinal current spectra for C20 and G20 at differ-
ent wavenumbers.

FIG. 6. Longitudinal dispersion curves(upper frames) and
damping coefficients(lower frames). Results for G20(continuous
line) and for C20 along the(1,0,0) (triangles), the (1,1,0) (squares)
and the(1,1,1) (circles) directions.

FIG. 7. Transverse current spectra for C20 and G20 at different
wavenumbers.
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this direction. The upper curve is very close to that corre-
sponding to the(1,0,0) direction whereas the lower curve is
very close to that for the(1,1,1) direction (Fig. 8).

The CTsk,vd functions for C20 at several representative
wavenumbers are compared with the ones for G20 in Fig. 7.
The differences between theCTsk,vd results for the two sys-
tems are larger than those found forCLsk,vd, especially in
the case of the functions with a double peak. The dispersion
curve associated with the transverse modes in the disordered
system G20 is intermediate between the two curves for the
crystal(Fig. 8), which shows that the frequencies associated
with these modes are not significantly influenced by the
structural disorder. However, as with longitudinal modes the
damping coefficients for G20 are markedly higher(and the
lifetimes markedly lower) than the corresponding ones for
C20(Fig. 8). Moreover, the dispersion relation for G20 show
a liquid-like behavior at small wavenumbers and, unlike for
the C5 and C20 crystals along the three directions, it goes to
a finite v-value ask goes to zero.

IV. RESULTS FOR THE BINARY CRYSTALS

A. Structure and single dynamic properties

The initial configurations of the ordered binary system
(OBC) were made up of two cubic structures of Ne atoms an
two cubic structures of He atoms suitably shifted to obtain a
fcc structure with the two species symmetrically distributed.
Thus, as shown in Fig. 9, the resulting partial radial distribu-
tion functions for the like atoms[gNeNesrd and gHeHesrd] in
the OBC system are very close and only show significant
differences at short distances. The discrepancies in the first

maximum should be attributed to the differences in the inter-
action potential that should be mainly associated with the
different size of the atoms of the two species. In the disor-
dered binary system(DBC) the atoms of different species
were initially located at random to occupy all the sites of an
fcc structure. Then the three partial radial distribution func-
tions gNeNesrd, gNeHesrd and gNeNesrd are quite close, which
corroborates that the atoms of distinct species are randomly
distributed(see Fig. 9).

The density of states for the Ne atomsgNesvd and the He
atomsgHesvd for the OBC and DBC systems are shown in
Fig. 10. It is clear that the spectrum of frequencies associated
with the lighter He atoms is wider and shifted towards higher
v-values than that for the Ne atoms. The influence of the
species disorder ongNesvd andgHesvd is rather weak. More-
over, gNesvd for OBC is very similar to that for the one-
component system(Fig. 2) though the frequency correspond-
ing to the peak ofgNesvd for OBC is slightly lower than that
for C20. It should be noted that the weak shoulder ingNesvd
for OBC cannot be observed for DBC, which is consistent
with the findings for the one-component systems where the
shoulder also tend to disappear with the disorder.

B. Longitudinal modes

To study the collective dynamic properties in multicom-
ponent systems one can calculate the partial longitudinal cur-
rent correlation functions [CL

NeNesk,td, CL
HeHesk,td and

CL
HeNesk,td] defined according to the usual definitions1,2 and

the corresponding time spectra[CL
NeNesk,vd, CL

HeHesk,vd and
CL

HeNesk,vd]. The peaks of these spectra allow us to obtain
the characteristic frequencies of each species for a given
wavenumber. The partial longitudinal dispersion curves for
the Ne and He subsystems[vL

Neskd andvL
Heskd] obtained for

the OBC and DBC systems are shown in Fig. 11. It is also

FIG. 8. Transverse dispersion curves(upper frames) and damp-
ing coefficients(lower frames). Results for G20(continuous line)
and for C20 along the(1,0,0) (triangles), the (1,1,0) (squares) and
the (1,1,1) (circles) directions.

FIG. 9. Partial radial distribution functions of the simulated bi-
nary crystals.
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useful to consider the number density longitudinal current
correlation spectrumCL

NNsk,vd that reflects the averaged be-
havior of the mixture. For binary systemsCL

NNsk,vd is de-
fined as19

CL
NNsk,vd ; xNeCL

NeNesk,vd + xHeCL
HeHesk,vd

+ 2sxNexHed1/2CL
HeNesk,vd. s1d

Recent MD studies of liquid binary mixtures18,20 have
shown that, for a givenk, the frequency associated with the
light particles is in general higher than that for the heavy
particles. However, for wavenumbers smaller than a given
value (hydrodynamic regime) the frequencies for the light
and heavy particles become equal so thatvL

Neskd=vL
Heskd

=vL
NNskd. As may be observed in Fig. 11 these relations are

also fulfilled for crystals and the three relation dispersions
are coincident at low frequencies. It should be noted that at
low k-values theCL

HeHesk,vd spectra for both the OBC and
DBC systems show two peaks. One of them corresponds to
the same frequency than that forCL

NNsk,vd, whereas the fre-
quency of the other is markedly higher. These high-
frequency peaks for light particles were also observed in the
case of liquid mixtures being initially associated with the
existence of “fast sound” propagating modes.21 However, a
careful analysis of the origin of these peaks has shown that
they should be attributed to the existence of modes of kinetic
character analogous to the optic modes in ionic
mixtures.4,20,22,23After the initial regime the qualitative fea-
tures of the number density and partial relation dispersion are

analogous to those for binary liquids,4,18,20 i.e. vL
Heskd

<vL
NNskd andvL

Neskd,vL
NNskd.

Moreover, it should be noticed thatCL
NeNesk,vd for the

OBC system show a second peak. These low-frequency
modes of kinetic character become damped with disorder
and do not appear in theCL

NeNesk,vd spectra for DBC.

C. Transverse modes

The partial transverse current spectraCT
HeHesk,vd,

CT
NeNesk,vd andCT

HeNesk,vd were also obtained from the MD
runs as the time Fourier transforms of the partial transverse
current correlation functions defined according to the usual
definitions.1,2 The corresponding number density transverse
current spectraCT

NNsk,vd were then calculated according to
Eq. (1).19,24

As with longitudinal modes for wavenumbers smaller
than a given value the frequencies of the light and heavy
particles for both OBC and DBC become equal so that
vT

Neskd=vT
Heskd=vT

NNskd (Fig. 12). Moreover, theCT
HeHesk,vd

spectra show two peaks: one at the same frequency as that
for CT

NNsk,vd and the other, which should associate with
modes of kinetic character, at a higher frequency. These find-
ings are qualitatively similar to those found for binary liquid
mixtures of moderately different masses.24 It should be noted
that the existence of low frequency kinetic modes are asso-
ciated to the heavier Ne atoms for both the OBC and DBC

FIG. 10. Density of states for both Ne and He atoms

FIG. 11. Longitudinal dispersion curves obtained from the po-
sitions of the peaks in theCL

NNsk,vd, CL
NeNesk,vd and CL

HeHesk,vd
spectra.
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systems. In general, we can say that solid mixtures show
more transverse kinetic modes than liquid mixtures.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The longitudinal and the transverse dispersion relations as
well as the density of states for solid Ne resulting from the
MD calculations with a Lennard Jones potential show an
overall accordance with those obtained through experiments.
This supports that computer simulation findings for simple
crystals in this study may be taken as representative of the
behavior of actual systems.

The density of states for crystals shows two characteristic
features. A low frequency peak mainly associated with trans-
verse modes and a high frequency peak related to the longi-
tudinal modes. AsT increases the peaks become smoothed
and the high-frequency peak becomes a shoulder so that in

the case of liquids the two peaks cannot be distinguished. A
comparison of the results for a crystal and a supercooled
liquid at the same temperature shows that the structural dis-
order produces overlapping of the frequencies corresponding
to the longitudinal and the transverse modes. This is consis-
tent with earlier findings,16,17 which suggested that the high
frequency peak in the spectral density for liquids is only
visible in systems with a local structure that favors the exis-
tence of longitudinal modes associated to specific motions
(i.e. the intermolecular stretching motions of hydrogen
bonded molecules in water).

According to the results in this study the structural disor-
der has no significant influence on the values of the charac-
teristic frequencies of both longitudinal and transverse
modes but produces a substantial decrease in the lifetimes of
these modes. So, the adiabatic sound velocityvs (calculated
as the slope of the longitudinal dispersion curve at low wave-
numbersvs=vL /k) is little influenced by the disorder and the
well known differences ofvs for solids and liquids should be
mainly attributed to the differences in density and tempera-
ture but not to their different structures. The anisotropy of the
crystals is clearly reflected by the relation dispersion ob-
tained in this paper. Though the differences between the lon-
gitudinal dispersions along the three considered directions
are not very large,vs for wavevectors along(1,1,1) is some-
what higher than that along(1,0,0) whereasvs along (1,1,0)
is intermediate, which is consistent with the experimental
data. It has not been found any significant dependence of the
lifetimes of the modes on the wavevector direction.

In the case of binary crystals the frequencies associated
with light and heavy particles become equal for wavenum-
bers smaller than a given value. This behavior, which was
also observed in the case of liquid mixtures(hydrodynamic
regime), is shown by both longitudinal and transverse
modes. Moreover, it has been observed the existence of high
frequency modes in the spectra of the light particles and low
frequency modes in the spectra of heavy particles. As with
liquid mixtures these modes have a kinetic character. As a
general rule we can say that the number of peaks(and there-
fore visible modes) in the longitudinal and transverse current
spectra increases with the structural order and is higher in
solid than in liquid mixtures.
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